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Dairy Division to Hold First Annual Rodeo
CONTENTED COWS TO National brat
Installs Chap
BE FEATURED ACTOR
In Collitch
DR. DANIEL TO SPEAK
Hog Calling Contest to be
Climax of Outdoor Events
Resulting from a jealousy arising between the Dairy and Animal
Husbandry Departments and the
Architectural and Engineering Departments because of the publicity
the latter two obtained through the
last
Engine
Erring-Arkeytekture
Day, the cow boys and animal husbands are making big plans for a
Dairy and Animal Husbandry Day
to 'be held February 31, 1932.
The main exhibits of the day are i
to he in the spacious halls of the
Dairy Barns. Especially for the aid
of visiting guests it has been arranged that babies may be left in
charge of the Contented Cow Department in the lobby of the Bullvue Depository.
The first Dairy-Animal Husbandry Day will begin at 11 A. M'., February 31, with a gigantic parade
exhibiting all the finest breeds of
cattle owned by the Clesmon Breeders' Brotherhood. Heading the parade Colonel West will ride the
five-times winner of the National
Blue Ribbon Bull Contest.
Immediately following the parade Dr.
(Continued on page five)

LITTLE CAESAR TO BE
CAPTAIN OJMNDUSTRY
Will be "Big Shot" with Bethlehem Steel Corporation

Li

Shorty Philpot (Please don't misconstrue the name.
There's no
"pot" to this softhead!) is dickering with the Bethlehem Steel Corporation concerning a transaction
that will startle the world.
He
has been trying to keep it a secret,
but as usual he just upped and
"sairt it before he spoke."
Shorty, better known as Little
Caesar, \(as finally bulldozed the
goodly steel magnets into placing
him in complete charge of the Steel
Bull Pouring and the Cast Iron
Slum Pot Division. All of his employees will be required to wear
Barrymort collars that refuse to
look neat, and they will have to
strut around as if they were Romans carrying out the plans of
Little Caesar.
His plans include the reconstruction t
tvooden Church seats. He
wxil make them of sieel, and they
will have ball-bearing covers. Little Caesar's long association with
Musical Ed Freeman will be a valuable asset, and it is rumored that
the old lathe Iatherer will be appointed to a very high position with
the new company. Everyone knows
that Shorty gave up a very responsible position for his love of tossing his line, but it looks as though
(Continued on page five)

Alpha Epta Ippens Makes
Formal Bow on Campus
The local chapter of the Alpha
Epta Ippens held its regular weakly meeting in the Dairy barn last
Friday night.
As honor guests
there were present the members of
the Blue Key and the Alpha Zeta.
The main purpose of the meeting
was to inaugurate the newly elected officers.
The officers are as
follows: President, Bill Mayflower
Mayfield; Vice-president, Charlie
Methane Cheatham; Secretary, Joseph Ricketty Stanton; Treasurer,
Hammurrabbi Southerland, Esq.;
Reconstruction
Finance
Officer,
Berzelius Talbert;
Snuff
Scout,
Paulus Ghandi Chastain; Chaplain,
Lim'iozus Layton.
(Continued on page five)

"HOW'S YOUR OIL?" ASKS SHIMMIE
IN MEMORY OF ONE
NOW DEFUNCT
AN EPITAPH
Oh, many a chortle and many a
smile
Did he cmce bring to life in this
ludicrous school.
Bring flowers, many flowers, for his
funeral pile;
This year he's forgotten, that prize
April Fool.
To the dead soul of Lippincott's
nonsense and wit,
Wliich formerly plastered each page
of this RAG,
Do we whisper good-bye as it takes
its exit,
And bow in grave silence with halfmasted flag.

Picklebrain On
COURSE IN FILLING
Tough Problem
STATI0£EC0N0MY
Why is "Stoneface" Like He Superfluous Engine Ears to be
Is? (We'll Bite)
Adequately Taken Care Of
Students, faculty members, and
the general public of Clesmon have
wondered much and covertly discussed among themselves why Professor F'icklehrain Brearly has locked himself in his laboratory and so
carfully ciosed and bolted the doors
for the past week. Although people have tried to reach him for the
last three days he refuses to see
them and will accept neither food
nor drink.
It has at last come to the surface that this famous scholar of
human behavior has been in the
(Continued on page 5)

"Spare My Prudence!" Lisped the Lad

The Big Ears of the Engine Earing Department, in solemn conclave assembled, have decided to
offer an extensive course in Gas
and Oil Salesmanship. This course
is specially designed for disillusioning those few remaining Engine
Ears who still cherish a hope of
getting a job (Theme song: 'Any
Ole Job in the Depression") some
clay. (Fancy that!) Prof. Shimmie
(Constant-Entropy) Sams,
astute
professor of Steam, Gas, and HotAir Power (he can also tell you
why your entropy isn't so high,
and why some things do and others
aint so hot) finally persuaded the
other Ears that that was the human
thing to do.
(Continued on page six)

CLESMON LAUNDRY IS
NOW QUITE THE THING
Outstrips All Other Competitors in Removing Buttons
We are proud to announce that
the Clesmon Collitch laundry now
holds the intercollegiate record of
the United States for the removal
of buttons. The laundry has been
striving to attain this distinction
for sometime; but, with only the
old methods of hand removal they
found it very difficult to compete
with the laundries of larger collitches. However, the laundry has
succeeded ii) purchasing a modern
patented button remover.
Since
the installation of this machine
Clesmon laundry has outstripped all
its competitors.
To quote statistics, the total
amount of buttons removed during
the school term weighed 24 tons.
The greatest poundage for one
week was 1,833.9974.
The nearest
approach
to
this
record
is that
Courtesy Moscow "Knokneitisky"
of
Washington
W.
W.
and
W.
Col"Burpowitch" burped the villain in Russian, who immelitch of Walla Walla Walla Walla
Little
Prudence,
"your
puns
will
diately went communist and adopted the Five Year Plan.
and Walla, Washington with 19
drive me screwy."
"What Five Year Plan?"
"I'll take puns and coffee, and tons for the year and 1,221.764;.
"We'll work one year and rest four", jeered Carl and Harpo dunk by Gawd" simpered Schrimer pounds for the week.
Officials of the laundry have anMarx, with stupendous convection.
with Gusto, who barked loudly and
"I still maintain", came back Francis X. Schirmer (X marks gazed around in search of a crumb. nounced thai negotiations are now
the spot where the brain was last seen), "I still maintain that Finding no crumb but seeing a under tf'ay f ^r the purchase of an
automatic, free-wheeling, fourteen
the shortest distance between two points is pie r square." friendly fire hydrant, Gusto scamp- carrott, all-American, ball bearing,
ered off to answer the call of the
Although bound stomach and neck and drugged with Scotty's wild.
babbit lined, wool shrinker. This
innovation
is guaranteed to procoffee, Francis, with his munificent will, still has possession of
"Oh ho, the call of the wild",
his facilities.
chants the villain. "In the spring duce in one laundrying the shrink"Sferts to you, Squirrel Face,"
a young man's fancy lightly trams age formerly requiring a semesmuttered Little Prudence Earle, the lain, "soon your pusillanimous pan- to thoughts of love, etc. And here ter's work.
The officials of the laundry are
Jane of the Campus, "They shall sy shall be slithered to cutlets and I am alone with you—Francis don't
not pass. Let not the name of old dashed into the briney deep."
count, Ms lingers are tied apart." to be congratulated, for their per"—yo-ho-ho and a barrel of 3.004
Arkansas be changed to Lenin" 'S not so, I can so count",, severance in t'x-j face of many
grad."
per cent beer", and the chorus rang burst out Francis. "1, 2, 3, 4, 5, hardships. They have all worked
■very hard to attain this standards
"Ah ha, me proud beauty", soft- out in the resounding refrain of etc. ..."
"Barnacle
Bill
the
Sailor".
"I'll fram your frousy pan", They have more than succeeded in
ly murmured "Butch" Morris, the
doing so.
"Alack and alas", bellowed the
doormat chested, dog-breathed vil(Continued on page six)
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eager 1Rag
By the Coeds themselves—God Bless 'em
Founded by the 1930 class of Coeds of Clesmon Collitch.
ship still disputed.

—Or What Have You
I

Owner-

.sow
Who
Thrown out as Second Class matter through the rear door of the
He'll
P. O. at Clesmon Collitch.
Best
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DICTATORIAL STAFF
Editor-on-Leave
Associate Editor
Managing Editor
Sports Editor
Y. W. C. A. Editor
Business Manager
Circulation Manager
Feature Editor

:

Miss Ing Awol
Lotta Bull
Minnie Miss Takes
Iona Broadbottom
Sadie Scruples
Lena Ginster
Miss Carrie Paper
Uneeda Line

REPORTERS
(Covering the free lunch counter at Scotty's)

EDITORIAL
NO BULL!
In compliance with a request emanating from the office
of the Business Manager of the Collitch, the RAG is not
going to stoop to the usual useless and utterly inane practice of running a burlesque issue. Doubt has often been
expressed that the burlesque issue is worth the time and
money necessary to get it out. This year the RAG will try
to give the Kore the whole truth instead of the usual baloney.
-—No foolin'.
Half-baked editors try to attract public attention by
publishing their feeble attempts upon papers of startling
hues. As you see there is nothing unusual about the color
of the paper in this issue. In selecting the cuts and articles to be used this week special care has been taken to see
that nothing of risque or unusual character shall creep into
our conservative product.
Insead of flying off on a tangent, (literarily speaking)
and exposing our ignorance by attempting to ridicule various
members of the Keydet Kore and of the faculty, the staff
confines itself to the consideration of questions of international importance. For instance, the beer question.
Thus the RAG again takes the lead in formulating new
public policies.
"All we ask is to be let alone". And ten thousand college fraternity "worms" jom in the refrain.

EPISTLES TO YE OLDE EDITOR
The following letters are from
the punchdrunk readers of the
RAG (they can take it!) and we
want to thank them for their very
generous remarks.
Dear Editor,
Every time that I receive the
RAG the first thing that I look
for is the "Inexchange" Column.
Without this column your paper
would be a flop, but with it, it is
a grand success. Yours for bigger
and better Exchange Columns,
(Signed) F. R. Her,
Exchange Editor.
Dear Mr. Editor,
I meant to write you before concerning the following matter, and
I have put it off time and time
again. But I will tell you about it
now. The best piece of literature
in print today is your column, "Observation and Comment".
Mr.
Thomas certainly deserves a great
deal of credit for his masterpiece.
Yours for more Observations (and
fewer Comments).
(Signed) Albert Thomas.
Beer Mr. Editor,
If it wasn't for the Snoops and
Whoops, composed by that illustrious awkitek, (Smart) Alex Dickson, I think that I would discontinue reading the RAG, hut as" it
Is I just can't wait for a OLE RAG
to come out every week.
Please
give him more space for his column.

A most enthusiastic admirer of
;he. aforesaid column,
(Signed.) Alex Dickson.
Mere Editor,
The brightest spot in the RAG
every week is the Sport Column
written by Joe Sherman. It really
is beautifully composed and the
only worth while reading matter in
the entire paper.
Yours for an expansion of the
Sports Column,
(Signed) Joe Sherman.
Dear Mr. Editor,
The talk of the campus is all
about your Feetyures of the RAG,
featured by the incorrigible writings of our campus boy, Russell
Eaton. His column would do great
credit to any paper and it certainly adds to the RAG.
One of the Campus,
Russell Eaton.
(X) his mark.
Rear Mr. Editor,
Although I understand that you
have a fine and capable staff, it
must take a wonderful mind to
hold down tbe position of Editorin-Chief. You should he congratulated on your extraordinary achievement and the magnanimous manner in which you conduct the RAG.
Your biggest supporter,
(Signed) W. L. (Bill to you)
Leverette.

Colonel West's the type of man
likes parades so thrilling.
soon assert that Clesmon can
anyone at drilling.
II
The boxing coach is Captain Pete.
He works them like the devil.
And when they will opponents meet,
We hope they'll knock 'em level.
Ill
And Captain Sharpe refuses with
A veto in each hand,
Permits to see our kin' and kith,
Which often we demand.
IV
The Seniors all did laugh with glee
At class in Searcy's lair.
He leaned back from his desk, you
see,
And fell clean from his chair.
V
Now Captain Kron is quite a shot.
He runs the rifle team.
When he puts opponents on the
spot.
Yoi\ ought co see him beam.
VI
Captain Hoy must have lots of pep,
The way he runs the band.
He certainly makes "Count" Moise
step
Or else he raises sand.
VII
Stick in there and fight 'em,
You Sons-of-Tigertown,
But you'll never get around,
You're in the Army now!
'TWAS TEN MILES, OR MORE
By A. P. Destrian

INEXGHAN6E
(For anything from a pair of sox
to a sock of Peers)
The Citadel "Bull-Cannie" carries
the following news item on the
fourteenth page of their evening
edition: "General Summerall Promoted to Position of Clerk in the
Clesmon Commandant's office. "
The General is getting up. in the
world, isn't he?
Although the
Kore regrets the loss of Sergeant
Vick who has been appointed Commandant of Hawaiian Horse Marines, they take great pleasure in
welcoming the Citadel's General to
the sergeant's desk.
According to the "Samesock", the
leading college newspaper published in Columbia, the Carolina basketball teani won a decisive victory
over Skunkview High School recently.
The highly-touted "Southern Texas Conference Champions"
we're each the recipient of a shiny
new minature, brass basketball as a
reward for their accomplishments
in the "ball and basket" world.
Coach Si Perkins of Sknnkview
gave
the
Gamecocks
unlimited
praise for their victory, Tout he also
expressed regrets that his first
string was tied up and unable to
play because the game conflicted
with a corn-shucking jubilee at Seth
Parker's farm.
Better luck next
time, Skunkview-!
"Barley-Hoo", official organ of
Converse Preparatory School for
Girls, states that their annual
Spring Dances will be held the 5th,
6th, and 7th, Fridays in April and
that a blanket invitation will be
extended to the Kore to attend
these frolics. We appreciate it too
much, I'm sure.

Boh and Mack are men of might,
Who went to Walhalla on Friday
night.
If present plaus mature, Clesmon
Their mission was to see
will have another opponent on her
Two dames and make whoopee.
1933 football .schedule. News comes
From Clesmon they did embark
from the most prominent college in
After it was very, very dark.
Hartsville, S. C. that the "F. C.'s"
They arrived at their destination,
have recently organized a feetball
Then had a full night of recreation. team. According to reports leaking
It was after several hours of fun out from the Cokerite camp, the
That they made that memorable team will be built around the 1933
captain, B hefty fulioack whose
run.
They left the city at a quarter to home is Aiken, ana tne first string
.<?uard who hails from Dillon. (For
one,
At which time their troubles had further information, see the 'Red
headed Irish Crooner" or (Mr.
just begun.
Adamas said with his favorite jest Stooley".)
(sniff, sniff)
An revoir, pleasant dreams and
"We sure are in a helluva mess!"
On the way not a single car did all dat stuff; don't take any wooden
nickles on April 1, 1933.
pass,
THE END BY GAWD
But the lights of Seneca were seen
at last.
They entered the city at almost
I was out with a girl last night
four
and
she tried to sell me some oil
And rapped on the service station
stock
at half price.
door.
"Dear, Sir, to C. A. C. we must go, Isn't there something fishy about
Because we are tired, weary and that?.
Yeah, she thinks I'm a sucker.
footsore."
"I will not rise from my bed,"
quoth he,
"Unless six bits you give to me." Tis our sergeant Dickie Vaughan
"We will give you that and more Who rises for snatches at early
To deposit us safely at our college
dawn.
He buys tobacco for Bridges no
door."
Adams being light on his feet
more,
Did not with such severe pain meet,, j3Ut is seeking the dingles of Capt.
But Jenkins >vho weighs a little
Gore
Will Maj. WTay be the next on the
more.
Was tortured by blisters galore.
list
From this time Sorth it is Adams Or is he. one the sergeant has missed?
will
To spend bis leisure hours in! Tne lav0rs of Morris are by him
Greenville
desired.
Put Jenkins, who prefers Junior If he gets them he will be admired.
But we all think it best
High,
Will go to Anderson, our city near- That he keep his eye on Col. West.
"The Pause that refreshes"
by.
It is beyond the power of the Poetic
Three
NERTS!
To determine if he is an active
L. D.
By the Poetic (?) Three
| If this happens to be so
On Co. "I" we have the Ustny We do not want to know
If he is a B. P. L. D.
Three—
He isn't a friend of We,
Chaplin, Gordon, and McGee.
But this happy hand has been So Dickie now thee we dub
A member of the Dingleberry
broken,
Club.
By one who is more outspoken.
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COMMENT WITHOUT
OBSERVATION
Kore Joins Commandant in
Early Morning Review
. (We Said it iietore We Spoke)
We would like to see the ensuing
Clesmon (joilicch "nign lights" substituted as stars in the following
motion picture productions:
Captain liarcombe as i'arzan
Coiouei West as Lignt Horse Harry Lee in "Riders of tnc Purple
Sage*'.
Joe Ballentine as Bulldog Drumin ond
Big Wheel Clark in "The Crowd
Roars"
Russ Wait in "Africa Speaks"
E'thiyn Mitchell in "Speak Easily"
be Hunt in "She Done Him
ig" ■

Beecnam Wray
Doctor Sikes in
Wallingford"
Gene Adams in
Charley Moss
Ours"
Claude Neuffner
Bob Copper in
to Get Married '.

as Frankenstein
"Get Rich Quick
"What, No Beer"
in "Tonight is
as Mickey Mouse
"They Just Had

The Koio extends its heartiest
congratulations to Dr. and Mrs.
Hunter upon the arrival of triplets
(count 'em). Reading from left to
right: Hydrogen-four pounds; Nitrogen—sixteen pounds; Oxygen—fourteen ounces.
Upon examination of little Hydrogen's ears it is
yet doubtful as to whether the little codger will fly or walk.
Seen ahout the campus:
Doctor Daniel playing chess with,
"Little Joe".

NEW GENERAL ORDER
Headquarters, Kore of Keydets
Clesmon Agricultural Collitch
Clesmon Collitch, S. C.
April 1, 1933
General Order No. 13.5
Paragraph 1: Due to the nation
wide depression the following orders are announced for the benefit of all concerned. Any cadet or
coed found guilty of the capital
criins of tossing away cigaret ducks
over 3/S of an inch longi the
figures were arrived at by a lifelong research on the part of George
Constan, famous consulting scientist) will be immediately declared
guilty of treason In the "foist" degree and. placed in room arrest
(Room 120 will be used for all
offenders) for a period of 20 minutes, and be compelled to smoke
a pipe during the entire time.
Paragraph 2: Any keydet who
finishes a weed over the' abovementioned, length shall immediately
put a notice on the bulletin board
to that affect and give the duck to
the first, man to arrive at his room.
Paragraph 3: All keydets who are
fiends of nicotine shall always have
in their possession 1/12 of a dozen
bottles, assorted, of West's Weed
Wanisher—it removes all traces of
the plant, even the odor; in fact
if too much is swallowed it might
remove you.
Paragraph 4: Anyone found guilty of violation of Paragraph 3,
General Order No. 13.5, will be
pooled in the "X pool through the
cooperation jf Holtzendorph.
Signed,
R. J. (Go West, Young Man, go
West)
DOL Commandant and whathave-you.
Approved: Pickle-Brains Brearly
(Note: the author is not taking
E. & S. 41).
It's a man's place to make advances to a girl.
What is?
His office.
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KEYDET KORE TO SPORT KNATTY OUTFITS KEYDETS TO WINTER FURMAN AND THE CITY OF GREENVILLE
IN ALLIGATOR LAND TO ENTERTAIN KORE NEXT THANKSGIVING
AS A RESULT OF RECENT ECONOMY MOVES
Many Startling Improvements
are Planned for New
Uniforms

"LORD" COLLINS TO
EXPOUNDON BUL08

Bathing Beauties to Hojid
Classes on Moonlight
Nights

Due to the present defunct iiiianDue to the insistence of the Florciax condition or tne state in
ida Jtoys (and other pests in the
general and tne Kore 01 Keydets m Noted "H. D." to Give Abso- Kore) the members of the State
lutely Useless Course
particular it lias been deemed to
Legislature have provided a fund
award tne unuorin contract for thu
for Sophs.
for the establishment of a campus
year of 193d-s4 to Judge Keller.
in the lower part of Florida to be
This has been done to enable the
At last the Collitch is to install used during the winter months.
keydets to .secure better uniforms a course that has not been needed
There are two main motives beat lower cost.
at Clesmon for many years. This hind this great movement on the
Mr. Keller promises to do all in course gives the stewdent a basic part of our legislators. The wise
his power to raise the quality of knowledge of the ancient and, hon- gentlemen of our state seem to
the new uniform ana has secured orable old science of Bulogy. How- think that removing the Kore from
the cooperation of various of the ever, the luck of a competent in- he borders of the state will do
college departments to aid him in structor has not been the reason a great deal to improve the prefor previous neglect of this cul- sent defunct financial condition of
affecting tne necessary changes.
tural course In the collitch curricu- the "commonwealth of S. C." And
In keeping with tne economy- lum. This place is to be filled by on the other hand, it seems that
idea an >of me clotn to ue used m a past-master of the noble art, they have a great grievance against
the uniforms is to be made and none other than our own "Lord" the fair state of "alligators". Thus,
dyed in our own textile department. Collins. (Please note that there is they are sending the tooys down for
(We see a wonderful opportunity no "g" in the gentleman's name.)
a little visit. (Must think we will
for tne xaundiy—there will be a
Dr. Collins was elected for this be able to square things up.)
big business done in reseating). It position by a majority of popular
Of more interest to the Keydets
is possible that some of the cloth votes over his nearest rival, Dr. is the fact that the Kore will be
produced win resemble mosquito "Marble Top" Sherrill.
Marble quartered in a fashionable hotel at
netting.
However, we often get Top, who was recently appointed Miami Beach. The hotel is about
overheated at drill.
to the rank of Corporal in the Kan- gone (next year it will be gone).
garoo
Mounted Marines of Timbuc- Due to the expense of moving the
Radical changes are to be made
too,
gracefully
accepted defeat, al- heavy equipment our Engine Ears
in the color scneme for the coming
year. Tne classes are going to be though still vociferously contend- will have to leave their beloved
Engine House up here in the hills.
identiiied by the color or. their uni- ing that,
Now, in order to play fair with
"I
am
the
most
outstanding
proforms, thus aoiug away with the
the
rest, it has been stated that no
ponent
of
the
Nothing-to-say-andnecessity
of
wearing
numerals
shades of Green and others—but all-day-to-say-it-in Movement that classes will be held. Such instrucwhat will tne coming staff do for ever hit this crook of the creek. tion as is necessary will be given
by the gorgeous bathing beauties of
amusement?)
It has been decided Phooey on you, you old meanie!"
the nearby beaches. Of course, most
Dr.
Collins
is
a
graduate
of
the
to ute a color characteristic of each
of us will not need, instruction, but
Virginia
State
Institute
and
reclas&.
ihus cue rats will sport
green—as if they needed to; the ceived, his H. D. (Horse Doctor) for the benefit of those among us
sophs will wear red so they may be Degree on a marvelous piece of re- "who ain't 'been places" these classseen more easily, the juniors will search entitled "The Iodine Content es will be held on moonlight
come out in a dull brown—signi- of South Carolina Sophomores". nights.
The first of every month a demficant of the worries they have just He is now writing a book on some
run into; and of course the seniors of the theories that positively won't onstration will be given by the
be taken up in this course. Those members of these classes for the
will appear in royal purple.
scheduling this course will toe re- entertainment of the Kore. Brown
quired to have a copy of this use- Glenn, J. Craig, and Holtzy will
Several of our more gifted memless manual for no reason at all. grade the boys according to their
bers of the faculty are going to
Dr. Collins is to be commended improvement. Any man who fails
design special attachments for the
for his benefits to all mankind, and to show some improvement will be
uniforms. Dr. Brown, the Edison
it might be added that his son sent back to South Carolina.
of the physics department, is work"Junior" is following in his father's
ing on a special adaption of a radio
footsteps.
He will some day asYou've broken my heart.
which will fit inside the cap. On
tound the world by proving that
You've broken my training.
•parade the Kore can march to the
all that's dirt is not soil, and
strains of the U. S. Marine band.
Having a warm date in an Ausall that soils is not dirt.
That does away with the windjamtin
is kinda like trying to play- a
The motto of the class is emmers. (Allah be praised!) Of course
blazoned in bold relief over the trombone in a telephone booth.
if one does not care to parade he
"What s home without a mothportals of the "Lord's" sanctuary-—
can tune in on Guy and try a two
"He is full of vile bull, and beard- er?" inquired the novelist.
step with the top kick.
ed like a bard".—OSpakes Here! )' "An incubator," replied the cynic.
Prof. Shenk is applying his knowledge of refrigeration to devise a
cooling system which will fit under
the collar of the shirt. This wih
be equipped with a thermostat i^aa
will keep the Keydets cool during
their week end escapades.
Of
course, if the shirt is taken off,
the device will not work; but, on
the other hand, when a person
takes off his shirt they have no
intention of keeping cool. (Paging
Oscar!).

"Eureka!" Yelped Fish Sherrill

Mr. Marshall, always worrying
over the comfort of the boys, has
devised a headrest which may be
worn on Sunday morning.
It is
said to make sleeping in church
much easier. A sound-proof hood
will be worn with the rest to drown
out the snores.
. One of the younger members 01
the faculty has suggested, that the
pants be equipped with leakprool
hip pockets. E'ar muffs have been
suggested for wear in chapel. Reason is obvious.
Any other suggestions for chang
es and alterations in the uniform
may be submitted to Judge.
He
While playing out of the bunker on the 19th hole of the Colwill see that you get wbat you
litch golf course, "Fish Square" Sherrill uncovered the above
want.
Last but most important comes
the welcome news that uniforms
will be optional next year. So bring
your cits and your girl friend and
we'll make old Clesmon a university.

"Diamond in the Rough."
Fish Sherrill states that he
thought he was swinging at CoJ. "Butch" Morris instead of
the elusive pill and the increased savageness of his swing
tore down the bunker and disclosed the glittering stone.
Fish Sherrill states that he intends to give the gem to Col.
Morris since he was in part responsible for its discovery.

HOSPITAL MODERNIZED;
ALL NEW EQUIPMENT
Co-ed Nurses and Radio According to Dr. Bouknight
Beginning April 1, the College
Hospital will be under new management. _ Dr. Bauknight, member
of the Royal College of Surgeons,
and lately of Paris (S. C.) will be
the "M. D. in charge". Assisting
the head physician will be three
competent nurses,
Misses Ethlyn
Mitchell and Mary Earle, and Mrs.
Bob Miller (formerly Miss Babe
Hunt of Seneca).
The slogan of
the new staff will be: "We please
patients "pillessly."
Under the new management the
hospital will be a most excellent
haven for cadets to recuperate from
the effects of the morning after the
night before. Immediately upon entering the sanatorium cadets will
be met by the nurses (the two unmarried ones—no offense meant,
Mr. Miller) who immediately will
grasp the sick ones by their pulse
(and don't take this the wrong
way) and then take their temperature. (And will they be high?)
Those fortunate enough to remain
will be put to bed at once on beautiful sunlit porches. A radio will
be by each bedside, and the latest
editions of Ballyhoo, Whiz Bang,
Paris Nights, and the Scientific
American will be placed at each
bed.
Cadets placed on diet will eat
only of porterhouse steaks, french
fried
potatoes,
and
strawberry
shortcake. The culinary department
will be under the supervision of
Monck Godfrey,' who looks more
like a chef than a physicist.
2.5 per cent beer will be served
hourly at first, and if successful
3.0 and 3.7 per cent beer will be
added. On each bottle will be the
label, "Near beer served here, no
•beer served near here.
Come to
C. A. C. Hospital—'We'll cure you
or kill you."

COL, WEST SELECTED
VENUSESJOR ANNUAL
John Has an Eye for a Fair
Damsel
With a bevy of the most beautiful girls in the Southland to pick
from Lt. Col. West, D. O. L. has
selected the most scintillant Beauty
Section that has ever brightened
the pages of our Family Album
The Taps staff will tell you this
is no bull. So you Romeos who
prized Vnat fair Niauty too much
to trust her portrait in tne hands
of the Taps editors (and right good
judgement you showed at that)
will boil over with envy when you
see the. Ziegfield Section in the
1933 Taps
As to Col's capability in selecting
the Venuses, all we can say it that
he is an old army man so that
suffices to rank him along with
the immortal Paris. The only difficulty that might arise will be his
partiality toward Charleston girls,
and who wants our annual to look
like the Battery on Parade.
However, with our own dear
"Babe" heading the list as a
promising candidate every one may
rest assured that the Beauty .Section of Taps will be the best that
any Clesmon man has ever seen.

NEWS FLASH
TAPIS BEAUTIES RESELECTED
Due to the fall from a horse
that Col. West had in Anderson
during the inaugural parade there,
he has not been just right since.
He received a slight fracture of

Town to be Turned Over to
(and by) Klemson Keydets
According to a letter recently received at Clesmon from Hugo Tahell, president of stewdent affairs
at Furman, the Furman student
body sends an open armed invitation to the entire Kore of Keydets
to attend the Clesmon-Furman football game next Thanksgiving day
in Greenville.
The invitation is
doubtless a tribute to the beautiful
display
of brotherly love
and
friendly rivalry demonstrated by
the students of the two institutions
last Thanksgiving.
'Special measures will be taken
to care for the comforts of the
kaydets during the day.
At the
balf, beer and pretzels will be served by chorus girls from the Carolina theater to all Ciemson men.
It is rumored that the Kore will be
there "en masse1' (not in a mess)
All Greenville will join with Furman in welcoming Clesmon including the Police Department, who
will be heavily armed for protection. The mayor of Greenville will
even donate keys to the city, no
doubt.
Tin footballs will be constructed
for every street corner, and a
crew of trained football wreckers
armed with axes will await only
the word of a Clesmon man to
make him start a process, of wholesale destruction. As on last Thanksgiving, all of the theatres will be
placed at the complete disposal of
the Kore.
Since Greenville will
probably be all lit up (with Christmas tree lamps, you mugs-) there
will be multicolored lamps for everyone present. Furman rat caps
and goal posts will be donated to
every kaydet after the game. There
will be plenty of goal posts to go
arounfi, since Clesmon has bought
enough goal posts for Furman
for them to have a life-long supply.
Since it is always cold in Greenville on Thanksgiving day, a furlined football will be used, and hot
air from the Furman band will be
fairly good, due to the fact that
they have learned the scale almost
perfectly since then.
In an attempt to analyze this
beautiful invitation, the RAG reporter has drawn a conclusion as
to the motive which lies behind
Furman's display of loving affection.
Knowing that the days of
technocracy are just around the
corner it naturally behooves Furman to get on the good side ofClesmon. Under technocracy, Clesmon Engine Ears and scientists will
be running the country, and then
where will Furman be? Your guess
is as good as mine, maybe.

the skull which has made him
somewhat absent-minded.
it is
rumored (and sounds reasonable)
that in selecting the beauties for
TAPS he judged them not on their
attractiveness and appeal, as he
was asked to do. Instead he mistook the numbers on the pictures
by which they were identiiied for
the number of demerits that each
had and he picked the ten pictures
bearing the smallest numbers.
. The TAPS staff does not want to
hurt Colonel West's feelings, but
feel it their duty to those who
entered their girls to have someone
else reselect the fairest. HoweTer,
due to the lack of time they have
decided to take the ones that
Colonel rejected as they are really
.the most attractive.
It is hoped
by the editors of TAPS that no
one will tell the Colonel that his
selection has been "juggled", for
if no one tells him he will never
know the difference anyway.
To
those boys whose girls were selected toy John, the editors can only
say, "Well, we're sorry, but it's
the first time the Army ever let us
down."
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LOOK YOUR BEST FOR THE HOLIDAYS
E

GET YOUR CLOTHES CLEANED AND PRESSED
— AT —

BLECKLEY'S DRY GLEANERS
asassKiaMaaHBisBisiaasiiaifiiBiai

COME BY THE MORNING BEFORE YOU
LEAVE AND TAKE YOUR GIRL

A Present $1.50 and up
Buy_ Sport

Shoes — Sleeveless Sweaters,
on your April Check

Etc.,

$3.95

NEW BATHING SUITS

NEW HIGH-WAISTED TRUNKS $1.95

1

TIGER-HEAD SWEAT SHIRTS - $1.25

r|

(Just what you need for swimming)

I HOKE SLOAN
i
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Clesmon supporters will no longer need to worry about the football teams that will represent the
Tigers for the next four years.
Through the RAG'S New York correspondent comes the story that the
Metropolitan Chapter of the Clesmon alumni has gotten down to
work and recruited some of the nation's gridiron immortals and will
send them to Tigertown with the
coming of the next session. It was
necessary that they send along a
few special tutors, hut it is thought,
that everything will be satisfactorily arranged within the next few
days. Among those who have been
hired to perform for the Tigers are:
Cris Cagle, Pug Rentner, Herman
Hickman, Red Grange, Erny Pinckert, and Bobby Dodd.

SU*

Attention
Carolina.,
Newberry,
Fnpman, and the other members ol
the Palmetto baseball league. Jess
iVeely, you may iron the worry
wrinkles out of your forehead and
no longer be dubious over the outcome of your defending cliampions.
"Clesmon is going to win the flag
again,"
comments Harold
(Big
Wheel) Clark, and Clark gees on
to give a lengthy account of howhe won the pennant last year by
coming to the aid of the pitching
staff near the end of the season in
addition to socking one over the
•fence that gave the Tigers another
ball game- "Tilings did look gloomy
last year when practically the entire team graduated, but", he modestly adds, "since [ have decided
to return and bear the brunt of the
: battle on my shoulders, the flag
will remain here at least one more
year. And by the way, you might
,]ike to know that I am going to
run the 440 for the track team, so
Howard can rest easy over that
■ event."
It took the Goat 13 seconds to
.run the 100 yesterday—Anderson
College girls were allowed to have
.dates all this week—Slick McCown
says that he really does not like
ito make touchdowns—And J. C.
Troutman once played an entire
.game without getting hurt— The
Big Wheel has stopped telling people of his accomplishments—Romance Lewis is the world's greatest
woman hater—Squashhead Heinemann met every one of his classes
■.this week—Bob Miller openly admits that Babe Hunt was his inspiration all through football season—And he hopes that she will
'■continue to be through the baseball
<camnaign.

Stray Shots: Those men who are
to receive Block C sweaters for
their services to the swimming team
are: Fisher, Rollins, Van de Erve,
Basha, Thomas, Dickson, Thacfcston, and Allison—Dr. Sikes announced yesterday that if the corps
is willing to take one day for the
stnte fair game, he will let them
make the trip to Washington next
yeap—Tb.e Furman game is to be
played at Clesmon next year—The
officials of the two schools have
decided not to use goal posts in
this game—The city of Atlanta is
building a special hotel for the exclusive use of the Kore when they
go down next year for the game
The building was begun immediately after it was learned that we
are to get a week holiday for that
game.

COW BOYS HOLD FROLIC
(Continued from page one)

'lilTTLE CAESAR" STEPS OUT
(Continued from page one)

"STONEFACE" ON THE RACK
(Continued from page one)

he will forsake Clesmon for higher
realms.
The jilted Engine Ears
only hope that the steel doesn't
go to his head because it would
be a very strenuous case of something like a Rapp opposition test—
steel
against
no-one-knows-what.
(His internal frequency ain't so
high).
Shorty will spend millions on advertising and. it won't be very long
before Little Caesar's steel will
„reat demand.. In fact, he
be }n
has orders
gayg
t]lat
ne
aireaay
to warrant doubling the
en01>gh
Hence the reason for his
0UtpUt.
promising so many Clesmon boys
j0Dg at the . completion of their
courses. And may Gawd speed 'em!

D. Wisteria Daniels will deliver the
opening address in the college cnapel on the subject '"Tne aiaugntering
of Cattle'. He will give a practical demonstration of tne correct
method of shooting the bull.
une of the most interesting contests of the day will be a hog-calling contest to be held on the TJpllitch Golf Course. Those who are
to participate in the contest will be |
Mr. Henry Rhankyn, who has been |
practicing for several years to per-1
rect his siren calx to be used on
stubborn hogs; Miss Bmmer Major, >
whose years of experience shouting j
at sliced and. hooked golf halls will
be a great asset to her; Clint Taylor, the well-known possum and
rabbit hunter; Red All. the famous Each cow present wore a corsage
lady-caller; and the Senior Arkey- of Kholorabi which sparkled as the
tektural students who will demon- , morning dew. Other refreshments
strate the truth of the theory "Con- were served by the snuff scout from
sciousness of Kind" by using their a G.I. can through a gourd, handle.
Special music was rendered by
Darwinian grunts on the hogs.
Among the exhibits will be an Monk Godfrey with his Zilostanchautomatic sheep-counter, a new in- ion, while Stubby Rankin and Doc
vention which does away with many Huff did some unexcelled Buck
It is hoped that these
a sleepy hour formerly wasted by dancing.
comedians can be engaged to furthe countless shepherds.
The evening's entertainment will nish amusement for future meetbe held at'that famous Milk and ings. Flunk Goodale and his dairy
Honey Night Club—the "4-H Club" club disciples are to be congratu(Hie, Hie, Hie, and Hick!). Here lated for their excellent decorawill be shown the prize of the day, tions, and for cleaning up so efa cross between a cow and a hen ficiently after the meeting adjournwhich will give a high grade egg- ed.
It is rumored that the Tar Betnog, when dunked in home brew
ter
Pie will entertain this organitwice daily. Also, there will be a
clever novelty number rendered by zation in the near future. Due to
the contented cows, who will dance a conjested schedule, it is not
to the Jungaleer's inimitable "Goo- known just when the Tar Better
fus" to show how happy they are Pie will have the opportunity of
to give the world their better milk. the privilege of being compliAt the close of the evening at mented with the present of the
the "4-H Club", Big Ben Goodale Alpha Epta Ippens.
Plans are under way to secure
will be presented with a small gold
the
Calhoun Mansion for the meetmodel of a cow pasturing in a
ing
place of the fraternity.
meerschaum mug in honor of his
latest and greatest invention—a,
method of converting milk into 3.20
per cent beer. "Big Ben" will resign his position at Clesmon in
June to open his Beer-Milk Business in the city of Cherry's Crossing only a few drinks from Clesmon.

process of performing series after
series of experiments in a tireless
effort to explain why Charlie Moss
is "that way."
In a statement to the press this
morning Mr. Biearley said: "I have
received . numerous requests from
members of the faculty as well as
from those cadets who room near
Mr. Moss to find, out why he is
"that way".
From the first the
assignment had all the ear marks
of an easy one and I was reasonably certain that I could diagnose
the case within a few days, but it
has turned out to be a difficult one
indeed.
Beginning with the striking resemblance that Mr. Moss bears
to the huge gorillas from which
some seem to think we are descended, I was of the opinion that his
actions could soon be explained,
but I was mistaken."
Mr. Brearley goes on to point out
the numerous features in which
Moss duplicates Tarzan's comrades:
the shape of the cranium, the-extremely small nose and ears, the
bull-like neck, the small bead-like
eyes, the flat face, the short wiry
hair, the broad shoulders, and the
short, stumpy legs.
"But upon learning late last
night that Mr. Moss is absolutely
without the first symptons of intellect in its crudest form, I was
forced to abandon this line of experimentation,''
Picklebrain
announced for publication. "It has
been proved most satisfactorily that
even the most primative gorillas
possess intelligence in some form.
However, I do not yet intend to
give up the case and will do my
utmost to bring the experiment to
a close by the end of next week.
I shall begin my line of work this
time on the theory that Frankenstein is not at all an impossibility."
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Clesmon Collitch, S. C.
Dear' Sir:Because of the merits of your
paper and because we realize hoiv
very difficult it must be for your
staff to gather, from week to week,
enough material to fill your paper
entirely, we have had sent to you
one of our newly-patented, auto(italic Space-Fillers.
We know that you who inhabit
the ,«mall towns, and put out weekly publications are "up against it."
Our machine is destined to become
a boon to the town papers where
it is almost impossible to 'find
enough interesting news items and
worthy editorials to fill more than
two pages each week. Our SpaceFiller is guaranteed to fill all your
blank space with the juciest bits
of gossip, the latest news, the funniest and most recent jokes, and
the most intelligent editorials and
Eeature columns. All you have to
do U press the right button and
get the very •'iller" you need for
your empty space.
We know you will appreciate our
gift and- will find it useful in helping to increase your circulation. In
fact, it may even enable you to
publish special Sunday editions with
a nice "brown section". Try our
Space-Filler !or that- (Yeah, just
try!)
By sending us a stamped, selfaddressed envelope you may procure our booklet entitled "Modernizing for Profits."
Yours for better padding,
(Signed) K. C. Jones
WIDE OPEN SPACES AND CO.
"Ah, Watson," commented the
prospective Sherlock, "I see that
you've changed your underwear."
"Marvelous, Holmes, how'd you
know it?
"Well, you've forgotten to put
your trousers on-"

SPECIALS
For April 1st

AJL.PHA EPTA IPPE3JS
(Continued from page one)
ri

These officers were inaugurated
by the Blue Key, being .assisted 11
by Col. Sikes and Plow Boy West.
It was necessary that these officers be inaugurated by some othet
organization other than members of
the club because all of the members hold a responsible -office.
After the inaugural exercises,
words of wisdom flowed freely
from silver-tongned orators representing the Alpha Zeta and Blue
Key.
They gave inspiring talks
upon the benefits that could be
derived from such an organization,
and its long needed existence. Hannibal! Miorris in bis usual gushing
manner told the club how It should
be run—- according to him.
The
next speakers wer<* to be Sikes and
West, but after hearing Hanniball's
speech, their insigificance dawned
upon them to such a degree that
they retreated around the silo to
the calf barn where they pulled up!
a gutter and went to sleep.
After the business session, refreshments were served at the cow
stanchion. A nice warm cup of hot
lactile fluid from the bovine maiden with whale on toast was served.
The dishes were garnished, with
fragrant wild onions. The entire 1
barn was streaming with the colors of the dob, vermillion and red^

Lydia E. Pickems Vegetable Compound—Good for itching, bleeding,
protruding teeth [makes teething
a pleasure]
Why wear a truss?
Can you take it?
Price - ■ - - - Sold out

Dr. West's Tooth Brush or Prophylactic and one dollar in change
Price - - Who wants one any how
"Red Ointment" for parasites
and galloping Dandriff.
Price: Gladly will we pay you
next Chuesday for a bucket to-

10c Brokbak Blades and 2c.
cake of "Pansy" saddle soap,
all for your next R. O. T. C.
check.

day!!

ELSIE SMART1N DOPE WOIKS INK.
Pic McCollum

Bartender

"Checks Cashed Fearfully"

OFFICIAL COLLITCH CASH CONFISCATOR
8 Bd>a>aHBa>«5agsigia3aai>^
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COW'S THAT?
Exclusive news release
photo of Carolina GAMECOCK staff at annual
banquet in LeConte College. Editor Allen Rollins,
the gentleman on the right
with the mole on his nose,
Bpoke at length on "Coweducational Cattle Breeding as a Means of Replenishing
THE GAMECOCK'S Stick of Bull".
Courtesy Carolina "Gamecock'
FILLING STATION COURSE
(Continued from page one)
Sbimrnie proved to the faculty,
in some way or two others, that
filling stations offer the only solution of the problem of how to end
the depression. Professor Sams arrived at the conclusions here advanced after an extensive study of
filling stations in and around the
Engine House. He has also written
a book on "The Fine Art of Hot
Air and Banaa Oil Salesmanship."
He is well qualified for the task as
te himself went around, asking people "How's your oil?" for 28 years
before he started pushing a blackboard eraser at Clesmon.
He said that there are thousands
of filling stations today, scattered
from latitude to longitude, and that
there is a job for each station.
(How he found that out no one
knows not even Shimmie himself)
Thus if there were more stations,
there would be more jobs.
Then
there would be more money with
which to buy cars. Of course, these
cars would need gas and oil, which
would give more trade to the stations.
To most people, this sounds suspiciously like another of those endless chains that have been stinging
the country lately, but coming from
Hey-Goodie, it should be Okay.—
(Yeah, just like the prof., himself
trying to milk a goat tied to a uniflow engine flywheel.)

After this brilliant argument, the
faculty, sleeping like so many Arkeytecks, decided to adopt the idea.
The new course will be under the
joint supervision of the Engine and
the Chemistry Departments.
At
first the Engine department was to
have it but someone else brought
out the fact the Chemistry Department doesn't do any work anyway,
so it was decided to put it under
the joint supervision of these two
ilepartments.
Doctor Andrew Murfie of the
Chemistry Department will teach a
course on the viscosity of mobile
liquids while passing over the
Adam's Apple. This should be very
interesting as Murfie is an authority on liquids.
Stewdents are advissd to enroll in this new course
and then just try and find a job
in a filling station, or anywhere
else, as far as that's concerned.
There is another possibility, however. Become a travelling salesman.
Everyone knows what a good time
they have!

Lady—Now professor, I suppose
that is one of those horrid portraits
you call art?
Professor—No, madam, that is a
mirror!
Also the one about the Scotchman who was too tight to go home.

BURP!

BURP!
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My old roommate sent me a postSo you had a date with a college
card from Paris the other day, and guy?
No, I tore my dress on a nail!
grvwled Little Prudtnce. Early io I've been carrying it around with
bed and eariy to rise makes a man me ever since.
What did he have bo say?
When Browne Glenn heard of the
wonder where his next meal is comI don't know. I haven't looked girl who was so slow they called
ing from—Shakespeare."
at t.^e bacK of it yet.
her Ferry Boat, he was reminded
"Where can I go, what can 1
that even a ferry boat has its slips.
do," griped Schirmer. "On, where,
New theme song of the local
oh where has my little dog gone.
So this is what you do when
Oh, where, oh where can he be." bootlegger: "I guess I'll have to
everyone is out of the house?"
"On, here I am" barKed Gusto change my plans.*'
No, this is what we do when we
assuredly, "Out har in dese liar
hear someone coining.
hootnany bushes. I has just ran
Lady—I want to see some kid
prosperity back around dat corner."
gloves for my eight year-old daughAmbition of an engine ear: To
"Hurrah", sang out Butch. "A
ter, please.
invent
a device for turning off the
fourth for bridge.
No food, no
Polite clerk—Yes, madam, white light and turning on the radio with
work, Carter's dead."
kid?
out leaving the davenport.
"Alas, poor Carter", cliimed in
Lady-Sir!!.
our own Francis of The Staff. "He
Bill Bowles—I always thought it
lies smouldering in yon sweat box.
impossible
to make a blond.
He was a good man, but she sweatBlondie— No, a little peroxide
ed it out of him. To beer or not scene of action.
"Bread, bread," shouted Francis, does it.
to beer, that is the question."
Bill—Thanks for the tip. I wast"Well", yawned Francis, (Fanny and the curtain came down with
ed
a whole quart of gin on one last
a
roll,
carefully
butt«red
on
both
to you) after some hours of silence,
sides.
night.
as he stretched his every bicep,
and broke the ropes that bound
him like cheese. "I tank—I tank— ^^^♦^^^^^^^^^^^^♦^♦^^^^^^^^^^
1 tank—I tank—" (Here Prudence
winds him up)
"—tanks, Pal, I
tank I bain oughta go homo."
"Go home, hell", sang out Butch,
—"you ain't got nary home, I
R. O. T. C. CHECKS
foreclosed yestidy."
"You can't foreclose", came back
Francis. "We ain't even engaged
and besides the banks are closed."
"Ye Gods", wispered Little PruAND
dence, "water wheel that is."
"Burble-burble",
screached the
(Everybody Else)
wheel, turning on its axle, Axel being the second step-cousin to the
King of Sweden.
—And, at this point in our little
tableau, boys and girls, the plot
thickens like oat meal—enter John
Held Jr. romping vigorously behind
Gusto—this being a crumby finish,
Special door in rear for Non-R. O. T. C. Students
Gusto had to be right on hand.
"To arms, to arms", shouted John
Held Jr., as he reached for his
eraser, "the British are coming".
And with these and other remarks
he drew his eraser from his holster
and wiped the Tillain from the
(Continued from page one)
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"SOKE" HLOAN

t I Have Cut To The Throat

t
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